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This paper investigates the application of optimal control to the experimental ight of
a Single Coaxial Rotor (SCR) Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) conducted in the indoor
ight facility of the National Defense Academy (NDA) of Japan. The optimal control
problem is prescribed as a minimum-length obstacle avoidance maneuver of the SCR UAV
and it is solved using pseudospectral (PS) optimal control theory. The optimal trajectory is
computed oine as a kinematic path-planning problem and then provided to the real UAV
system as reference input commands. While only preliminary studies have been conducted
at NDA, the results provide nominal tracking performance and validate the feasibility of
the approach.
I. Introduction
Primarily due to the need to fulll missions requiring ight at low altitudes in cluttered environments,
the past few years have been marked by an increase in research related to rotorcraft unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs).1{12 It is no surprise that rotor UAVs oer the advantage of slow, low, hovering ight to include
vertical takeo and landing, but they are also ideal test platforms for constrained operating environements
such as university reserch laboratories. For an investigator, this also oers the advantage of a better controlled
environment when performing experiments.4,11{13
Due to their ability to hover, traverse slowly, overall manueverability, or ease of take o and landing,
this kind of vehicle is well suited to follow a specied, pre-planned or online adaptive, path in a complex
environment. Unfortunately, rotor UAVs and especially small rotor UAVs have the disadvantage of limited
payload capability. Because of endurance limitations and as some UAV missions may require the capability
to rapidly cross an area, it is important that the ight route be as short as possible. In order to minimize
the distance it takes to navigate terrain while avoiding obstacles, applying optimal control theory to improve
mission performance is the perfect candidate14,15
There have been substantial developments in numerical optimization methods for the purpose of obtaining
optimal control trajectories.16{19 The literature also includes several methods for updating the optimal
control solution in real-time during maneuvers.20,21 Although current research eorts continue to address
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the problem of computational eciency, the growing need for rapid calculations in trajectory optimization
is fueling more practical approaches. One such approach is to compute the optimal maneuver oine and
then use this reference trajectory as input commands for the feedback controller.22 This is not a new
approach and has been experimetally demonstrated to verify the adaptability of oine optimal solutions to
the real ight problems. For example, a historical ight experiment for the minimum time-to-climb of the
jet ghter was performed in 1962.23 Research groups conducted ight experiments using both aircraft and
helicopters to conrm the eectiveness of using oine optimal solutions.24{26 Similar approaches have been
succesfully demonstrated for space vehicle manuevers such as the Zero Propellant Maneuver (ZMP)27,28
of the International Space Station (ISS) and the design and ight implementation of time-optimal attitude
maneuvers performed onboard NASA's Transition Region and Coronal Explorer spacecraft.29 In both of these
examples, the optimal manuevers were designed and implemented using pseudospectral optimal control.18
For this paper, we investigated adaptability of the optimal control law to the minimum-time maneuver of a
Single Coaxial Rotor (SCR) UAV in the context of a feedforward control.11
Motivated by previous research eorts, this work investigates the use of pseudospectral (PS) optimal
control theory to nd optimal trajectories in a three-dimensional environment. The ability to manuever
eciently in a cluttered environment while avoiding obstacles is a highly desired attribute. Initial simulation
work employing PS optimal control specically for minimum-time obstacle avoidance began in 200630,31
and was later extended to include real-time information updates32 and multiple vehicles.33 Similar to the
experiement of Karpenko et. al. in Ref.6, the focus of our work here is on the development and implementaion
of a nonlinear, optimal guidance controller applied to the semi-autonomous ight of the SCR UAV.
II. Optimal trajectory generation and tracking control
The objective of this work is to adopt recent developments in the areas of optimal trajectory generation
and tracking control with specic implementation to a SCR UAV in a cluttered environment. Although the
ultimate goal is to form a practical (in terms of ease of implementation and computational eciency), near-
optimal, robust, integrated guidance and control architecture, the stepping-stone approach taken here pursues
a combination of three separately developed methods: (1) optimal trajectory generation via kinematic path
planning, (2) guidance command generation based on proportional-integral-derivative (PID)-loop closure,
and (3) inner-loop tracking control.
As described in the appendix, the nonlinear dynamical model has state vector X(t) 2 R18 and control
vector U(t) 2 R4. To simplify notation and reduce the order of the system, we only consider the kinematic
equations of motion for now.
Initial position ( s = 0 )
Directional angle








Figure 1. Coordinate system for simple kinematic path-planning model.
II.A. Kinematic model
The coordinate system for a simple kinematic path-planning model is shown in Fig.1. This nonlinear model
is based on an under-actuated rigid body. The initial goal for the kinematic model is to start out simple,
since it has to be used for the optimal control design including all requirements for generating a reference
ight-path trajectory.
The vehicle is controlled through a longitudinal cyclic stick and anti-torque pedals. The direction of the
lift is so controlled by titling forward or back through the rate of curvature uH while the rate of curvature
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uV has an eect on the yaw rate. The state vector is X = [kV kH   x y h]
T 2 R7, and the control vector
is U = [uV uH ]
T 2 R2. For the three spatial degrees of freedom, (x; y) are the horizontal coordinates of the
center of mass and h is the altitude. The rates of curvature are given by kV and kH . The additional two
kinematic states are the directional angle  and the ight path angle  which are related to the previous
states. The directional angle is measured from a reference heading to the velocity vector, and the ight
path angle is measured from the local horizontal to the velocity vector. All these characterizations result
in a nonlinear kinematic model shown in Eq.(1). The independent variable station s 2 [0; sf ] is dened to
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In Eq.(2), the initial condition and the endpoint condition include constraints on the position and orientation,
















Based on the premise of a priori landscape knoweldge, obstacles and areas with dierent surface are rep-
resented by primitive forms thanks to the Lp-norm.33 In nite dimensions, the Lp-norm of x is dened by
Eq.(3)







In practice, only three of the Lp-norms are used, and they are the grid norm, the Euclidean norm and the
max norm. The ellipse and rectangle are extensions of the circle and the square, respectively, where the
distance with the center between x and y is not the same. In R3, the 1-, 2- and1-spheres are an octahedron,
a ball, and a cube, respectively. In addition to this, we can easily build innite cylinders, (or rectangles)
by omitting a variable. All these basic geometries can model various shapes and represent a rudamentary
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city environment. Indeed these basic geometries are all that is needed since any obstacle can be modeled by
tting one of those shapes around it. As such, an obstacle can so be represented by the following function,
Eq.(4).
g(x; y; h) =
x  xca
p+ y   ycb
p+ h  hcc
p  jRpj p 2 2n;n 2 [1; 50] (4)
Where the center is (xc; yc; hc), the radius r and the parameters a; b; c are used to change the scale of the
axes. In order to obtain a continuous function, p is limited to the even numbers. Moreover, as p = 1
cannot be computationally solved, it is xed that p = 100 for the max norm. The path constraint is dened
as gi(x; y; h)  0. Indeed, the convex equation is then used as an inequality constraint so as to dene an
authorized area around the obstacle. Notice that the intersection of many convex sets is itself a convex
set. Instead of using a penalty function method by adding a term to the cost function, the avoidance of an
obstacle is simplied by using a radius greater than the radius of the obstacle. The radius R considered in
the obstacle representation is to allow an additional safety buer zone around the obstacle.
II.D. Optimal control problem
In many problems, the performance index of interest is the elapsed time to transfer the system from its initial
state to a specied terminal state. In this research, we set the cost function to minimize the distance,Eq.(5).
The minimum-length problem is to nd a particular trajectory which gives the smallest value for the cost,
and that enables the UAV to y from some initial condition to some nal condition while satisfying the
kinematic and path constraints.













Path constraints, i.e., constraints that apply at intermediate points or over the whole path rather than just
at the endpoints allow to hold a reference altitude or to account for obstacles.
II.E. Tracking control
II.E.1. Reference trajectory for tracking control
Let us begin with the optimal solution given by the optimal control solver and remember that the problem
was solved by considering the station s and not the time t. Because the vehicle is required to track a time
parameterized reference for the trajectory tracking, it is necessary to obtain states which depend on time.
In order to work such a problem, interpolation method uses data points previously found, extends the trend
to a specied maximal time tf and then nds values at intermediate points, of a one-dimensional function
that underlies the data,Eq.(6),(7). Keeping in mind that solution nodes are linked to the smooth function,
it should be clear that whichever the maximal time the optimal trajectory will be exactly the same.
s 2 [0; sf ] 7! t 2 [0; tf ] (6)
X(s) 7! X(t) (7)
II.E.2. PID control
Although there are many path-following methods,34 some more elaborate than others, for the purpose of
simplicity we use a standard PID control for this tracking control demonstration. Referring to the nonlinear
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dynamical model in the appendix, the control variables x; y; z and  of the SCR UAV can be obtained
from the state variables. Note that position variables have been transformed from the inertial frame to the













x = KPx(xB   xBc) +KIx
Z t
0
(xB   xBc)d +KDx(vBx   vBxc) +KP(   c) +KD(q   qc) (9)
y = KPy(yB   yBc) +KIy
Z t
0
(yB   yBc)d +KDy(vBy   vByc) +KP(  c) +KD(p  pc) (10)
z = KPz(z   zc) +KIz
Z t
0
(z   zc)d +KDz(vz   vzc) (11)
 = KP (    c) +KI 
Z t
0
(    c)d +KD (r   rc) (12)
The feedback gains were tuned by trial-and-error based on real ight maneuvers. Even for the indoor ight
facility with negligible wind disturbance, the UAV's attitude varies due to the inherent feature of its nonlinear
dynamics. The position error is approximately 0:1 m and the velocity errors are approximately 0:1 m/s
for each x and y directions during the hovering ight.11
III. Numerical Simulation
Parameters for the following simulations are estimated by an unscented Kalman lter (UKF)35,36 using
ight data, Table 1.
Table 1. Single Coaxial Rotor UAV dynamic parameters.
Parameter Unit Value
m kg 0.190
zHU , zHL m 0.110, 0.043





TM (= 1=m3) s 0.045
kz(= m1=TM ) rad/s 18.0
kp(= m2=TM ) rad/s 1.1671
TfL s 0.2198
kr rad 0.5
The optimal control problem is solved by a modied method based on a Jacobi pseudospectral (PS)
collocation technique.37 Optimality of the solutions is veried by ensuring that the Hamiltonian conditions
are satised,18 but omitted here for brevity.
For this preliminary experiment, the environment model we use for simulations in this initial work is
based on a simple cylindrical obstacle. The situation is sketched in Fig.2. For more clarity, the augmented
obstacle is represented by the red circle in Fig.3. The initial location of the SCR UAV is [x(0); y(0); h(0)] =
[ 0:6; 0:6; 0:7]m, and the desired nal location is specied as [x(tf ); y(tf ); h(tf )] = [0:6; 0:6; 0:7]m, hovering
at the boundary points. We assume for the example used in this simulation that the maximal time is tf = 15
[s].
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Figure 3. Obstacle representation in x-y plane.
III.A. Nose direction following tangential direction command
It is interesting to see that the use of the previous reference values is not restricted to helicopter motion.
Keep in mind that the solution given by the PS solver and, specically, the kinematic model and problem
formulation described in section II is not limited to a rotor UAV, but rather is a general path planning
scheme that potentially any UAV could track. For instance, a xed-wing UAV is able to track the optimal
path shown in Eq.(13) as the lateral velocity is equal to zero and the aircraft nose is following the path.
The result from this simulation case is shown in Fig.4. The desired path is represented in red whereas the
simulation result is in blue. 8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
x(t) = xcmd
y(t) = ycmd






Figure 4. Simulation result of nose direction following tangential direction command.
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III.B. Nose direction following the same direction
Let us consider the case in which an aircraft nose consistently keeps the same direction, i.e., maintains
heading. Eq.(14) indicates reference values that the helicopter has to follow over time. Notice that the
aircraft nose will constantly point at the upper right corner as the yaw angle is 45 degrees. The result for
the simulation case is shown in Fig.5.8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
x(t) = xcmd
y(t) = ycmd








sin( cmd   45)
(14)
Figure 5. Simulation result of nose direction following the same direction.
III.C. Eect of ight time and nose orientation
In order to compare in a sole graphic the performance of the controller for the various nose-heading orien-
tations, we introduce the cost function shown in Eq.(15) which is based on the integral of the control error.








(x  xc)2 + (y   yc)2 + (h  hc)2dt (15)
Cost Jc as a function of dened maximal ight time tf is displayed in Fig.6. To show aircraft maneuverability,
Fig.6 includes simulation case with  = 45 degrees and  = 90 degrees.
There are two noteworthy points about this gure. First, we can easily see that the cost decreases
exponentially with increasing time. Indeed, it is evident that if our rotary-wing aircraft moves fast, the
feedback controller will respond reasonably fast and lead to some overshoot behavior. Secondly, the cost is
smaller when the helicopter keeps the same nose orientation. In addition to this, we can see that results
with  = 45 degrees and  = 90 degrees share similar values. This fact demonstrates on one hand the
incredible maneuverability of a rotary-wing aircraft and on the other, that keeping the same yaw angle helps
the guidance controller as the helicopter does not have to change direction; hence, inuencing other control
variables.
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Figure 6. Cost Jc as a function of tf
IV. Flight Experiment
In this last section, a guidance controller is developed and implemented using a simulated nonlinear model
of the SCR UAV. In contrast with the above simulations, this section explores the implementation of optimal
states variables applied to a real system. As we are now able to design and implement PID controllers to
track an optimal trajectory generated from a nonlinear model, we can test a semi-autonomous ight of a
small UAV in the indoor ight facility of the National Defense Academy (NDA) of Japan,11Fig.7.
Figure 7. Indoor ight facility in the Measurement and Control Laboratory of NDA.
IV.A. Results of two dimensional ight
Fig.8 and 9 show the results for a two-dimensional ight where the altitude of the vehicle is held constant.
Again, as we previously pointed out in Fig.2 and 3, the environment model is limited to a simple cylindrical
obstacle for eciency and ease of simulation. The obstacle radius is equal to 0:1 m. In accordance with
the helicopter length, the augmented obstacle radius used to nd the optimal trajectory is equal to 0:4 m.
Moreover, the helicopter depicted in the following gures is represented to scale for more clarity. Thus, the
size on Fig.8 and 9 are proportional to the real size. Notice that, the UAV is ying at an altitude of 0:7 m
to hover out of ground eect.
Even for this indoor ight, the UAV's motion varies due to the inherent feature of its nonlinear dynamics
and/or wind disturbance caused by its rotor ow. From the ight results, the position error is approximately
R  0:1 m and the velocity error is approximately V  0:1 m/s. Although there is no signicant dierence
between both test cases, these tolerances are equivalent to that of the PID controlled ight.11
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Figure 9. Following the same direction, trajectory, norm position error and norm velocity error.
IV.B. Result of three dimensional ight
In the previous section, the helicopter was able to avoid the obstacle in a preplanned environment while
maintaining the same altitude. Since many applications for small UAVs require the ability to navigate in
urban terrain at low altitude, 3D obstacle avoidance is paramount. Indeed UAVs must have the ability to
plan trajectories that are free from collision with buildings, trees or unlevel ground.33 In addition to this,
it is worth noticing that following a preplanned 3D trajectory with pre-specied orientations is the logical
stepping-stone test moving towards more autonomous UAV ight guidance and control. Therefore, the next
step is to obviously check that the optimal control approach can be applied to 3D trajectories.
Fig.10-13 show the results for the 3D ight. Again, the tolerance is equivalent to that of the PID
controlled hovering ight.11 Obviously, uncertainties in position and velocity contribute to the tracking
errors in addiiton to any descrapancies of excluding the vehicle dynamics in the kinematic path planning
approach. However, the demonstrated errors of less than 0:1 m/s in velocity and 0:1 m in position deviation
may be acceptable depending on application and/or mission requirements.38
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Figure 13. 3-dimensional trajectory tracking; velocity error.
V. Conclusions
This paper presented the results of a preliminary investigation into the adaptability of numerical optimal
controls applied to a real UAV ight demonstration involving basic obstacle avoidance. As shown, the
optimal path is applied as a reference command input to the SCR UAV tracking controller. With relatively
little errors for the short-duration ights inside the NDA ight facility, this demo, albeit simplistic, validated
the feasibility of the approach and is a mere stepping stone for further research. Future work will explore
accounting for uncertainties and adding more realism (i.e. more delity) to the simplications taken in this
study.
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Figure 14. Coordinate System and Reference Frames of the Single Coaxial Rotor UAV.
The nonlinear dynamical model of the SCR UAV including stabilizer bar dynamics were adapted from the
literature.8,9 The state vector is X = [x y z vBx vBy vBz    p q r S S L L 
U 
L]
T , where S
and S are stabilizer angle, L and L are lower rotor angle, 
U and 
L are rotor angular rate. The control
vector is U = [x y z  ].
_X(t) =
2666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666664
vBxcc + vBy(ssc   cs ) + vBz(csc + ss )
vBxcs + vBy(sss + cc ) + vBz(css   sc )
 vBxs + vBysc + vBzcc
rvBy   qvBz   kfU
m





2L sinL cosL   gs







2L sinL + gsc
qvBx   pvBy   kfU
m
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